
Registers of Language- and Voice
The register and voice you use must fit the occasion.

FfOzen: Language that will never change. The public voice.
o The Getbrburg Address
. The Constitution
. Legal documenb
. The Pledge of Allegiance

Fofmal: The standard sentence synbx and word choice of wo*
and school. It has complete sentences and specific word choices.
One-way communication. The public voice.

. Essays and research papers

. Presentations

. Soeeches

. Lab reports and exams

Consultative: The formal register when used in conversation.
Standard academic two-way communication. The public voice.

. Discussions

. Questions and answers

. Polite and courteous
'j . Conversations when working with the public.

Casuall Nonstandard one-way and two-way communication-
The language between friends, characterized by a 400-800 word
vocabulary. Word choice is general, not specific. Sentencs are
ofun not complete, The private voice.

. Conversations with peers, fdmiry, friends.

Intimate: Language between husband and wife or
identicalhvins, The language of sexual harassment. The
Drivate voice.

. Words shared with specific people with whom there
is a special shared relationship.

. If used inappropriatdy, it is offensive to others'
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Examples of the Consultative Register

Asking for clarification Disagreeing
. Could you repeat that? o I dont really agree with you because...
. Could you give me an example of that? . I see it another way...
. I have a question about that. o My idea is slightly different from yours.
. Could you please explain what _ . I got a different answer than you,

means?
. Would you mind repeating that? Offering a suggestion
. I'm not sure I understood that. Could o Maybe you/we could...

you please give us another example? o Here's something we/you might ty.
. Would you mind going over the . What if you/we...?

instrucuons for us again?
. So, do you mean...? Classror:itt reporting

o _ tobl me that...
Requesting sssistance . - explained to me that...

. Could you please help me? . _ pointed out that...

. I'm having trouble with this. Would you . - mentioned that...
mind helping me? e - emphasized that...

. Could you please show me how to do . - shared with me that...
this...pronounce this...write this...draw . - brought to my attention that...
this...solve this? ! _ pointed out something

(intriguing, interesting, surprising)
Interrupting r I found out from - ftat'.

. Excuse me, but...(I don't understand,) o I learned from - that'..

. Sorry for interrupting, but...I missed . I heard from - that
what you said. . I discovered from - that...

. May I interrupt you for a moment?
r May I add something here?

Erpressing an opinion
o I thinlV believe/ predicV imagine that...
. In my opinion...
. It seems to me that...
. Not everyone will agree with me' but...

Responding
. I agree with what - said because...
o You're right about that.
o That's an interesting idea.
o I thought about that also.
. I hadn't thought about that before.
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